PARACULTURE
GORDON BENNETT
JANET BURCHILL
FIONA FOLEY
MATTHYS GERBER
JEFF GIBSON
TIM JOHNSON
NARELLE JUBELIN
LINDY LEE

Organized by SALLY COUCAAUD
Director, Artspace, Sydney, Australia

An exhibition of work by emerging Australian artists whose work refutes the construction of a nationalized cultural identity. The exhibition explores the romanticized history of the landscape, the influence of Western European traditions of art and critical theory, and the complex racial history of white and black culture.

IN SEARCH OF PARADISE
(OR ANYWHERE BUT HERE)
MIKE ANDERSON
ANNETTE BARBIER
DAN BOORD
STEVE FAGIN
ALEXANDER KLUGE
GLORIA RIBE
TERESE SVOBODA
LESLIE THORNTON
PETER THOMPSON

Organized by STEVE FAGIN and BILL HARRISON
A selection of films and videos dealing with the explorations of the traveller through another’s culture. The video program screens continuously during gallery hours.

FRED TOMASELLI
Selected by CORNELIA BUTLER
DIURNAL EXPERIMENTS & NOCTURNAL INVESTIGATIONS is an installation by this New York artist of new work which explores the snubbing of creation and the imperatives of the 8-hour day.

EVENING SCREENING

Sunday, February 25, $5
7 pm: selections from In Search of Paradise
8 pm: co-premiere of Steve Fagin’s The Machine That Killed Bad People